Fitting Instructions

Code: Z5063

Radius rod bush kit
Application:
- Ford Falcon FG Series
Always refer to current catalogue for complete application listing.

Contents:
4x
2x
2x
1x

washers
67075 bushes
tubes
grease satchet

Fitting Instructions:
Please read complete fitting instructions and check kit components prior to fitment. These instructions are to be used in conjunction
with workshop manual, and it is recommended that all work be carried out by a qualified technician.
1. Raise the front of the vehicle and using suitable chassis stands support the vehicle.
2. Remove the road wheels from the vehicle.
3. Remove the radius arm ball joint nut from the arm.
4. Remove the radius rod bush nut, bolt and arm from the vehicle.
5. Using a suitable marking pen, mark the position of the OE bush installation as per fig1.
6. Also note the fitment distance width of the shell of the bush in the arm as the arm is installed slightly offset. Re fig 2.
7. Using suitable press tools remove the OE bush from the eyelet.
8. Inspect the eyelet for damage and burrs, repair or replace as necessary.
9. Install the supplied 67075 bushes so that the timing notch faces towards the rear of the mounting bracket when pressed into the
arm (This is due to different length flange faces), also take note that the bush voiding orientation is correct as per fig 1.
10. Using the grease supplied, apply liberal amounts of grease to the bush flange faces and bush ID. Install the crush tube into the
bush.
11. Re-install the arm into the bracket installing the supplied washers to each face of the bush.
12. Torque all bolts to manufacturers specifications.
13. Re-fit road wheels and road test.
14. it is recommended to re-tension all bolts after travelling a distance of no more than 100 kms.
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